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palindromes that are strings of the form vvR and odd length palindromes that arestrings of the form vavR, where a is a single alphabet symbol.Given a string S[1::n], we say that there is an even palindrome of radius Rcentered at position k of S[1::n], if S[k � i] = S[k + i � 1] for i = 1; � � � ;R. Wesay that there is an odd palindrome of radius R̂ centered on position k of S[1::n],if S[k � i] = S[k + i] for i = 1; � � � ; R̂. The radius R (or R̂) is maximal if thereis no palindrome of radius1 R+ 1 centered at the same position. In this paper weare interested in computing the maximal radii R[k] and R̂[k] of the even and theodd palindromes which are centered at all positions k of S[1::n].Manacher [17] discovered an elegant linear-time on-line sequential algorithmthat �nds all initial palindromes in a string. Galil [11] and Slisenko [18] presentedreal-time initial palindrome recognition algorithms for multi-tape Turing machines.It is interesting to note that the existence of e�cient algorithms that �nd initialpalindromes in a string was also implied by theoretical results on fast simulation[6, 10]. Knuth, Morris and Pratt [15] gave another linear-time algorithm that �ndsall initial palindromes in a string.A closer look at Manacher's algorithm shows that it not only �nds the initialpalindromes, but it also computes the maximal radii of palindromes centered atall positions of the input string. Thus Manacher's algorithm solves the problemconsidered in this paper in linear time.A parallel algorithm is said to be optimal, or to achieve an optimal-speedup,if its time-processor product, which is the total number of operation performed,is equal to the running time of the fastest sequential algorithm. Note that thereexists a trivial constant-time CRCW-PRAM algorithm that �nds all palindromesin a string using O(n2) processors. However, the large number of processors leavesmuch to be desired.Fischer and Paterson [9] noticed that any string matching algorithm that �ndsall overhanging occurrences of a string in another can also �nd all initial palin-dromes. This observation has been used by Apostolico, Breslauer and Galil [1]to construct an optimal O(log log n) time parallel algorithm that �nds all initialpalindromes in strings over general alphabets, improving an O(log n) time non-optimal algorithm of Galil [12]. Breslauer and Galil [5] show that any parallelalgorithm that �nds initial palindromes in strings over general alphabets requires
(dn=pe+ log logd1+p=ne 2p) time using p processors. Thus, the fastest possible op-timal parallel algorithm that �nds initial palindromes must take 
(log log n) timeand this is the time required even with n log n processors.Crochemore and Rytter [7] discuss a general framework for solving string prob-lems in parallel. (Similar results have been discovered by Kedem, Landau andPalem [14].) Most problems they consider, including the problem of detecting1For the convenience of our notation, we sometimes refer to indices in S[1::n] that are outof the de�ned range. It is agreed that all unde�ned symbols are distinct and di�erent from thesymbols in S[1::n]. 2



all palindromes in a string, have O(log n) time, n-processor CRCW-PRAM algo-rithms. However, their method uses O(n1+�) space and requires that the inputsymbols are drawn from an ordered alphabet, an unnecessary restriction in thepalindrome detection problem.This paper presents two new CRCW-PRAM algorithms for detecting all palin-dromes in a string. Both algorithms have the same time-processor product asthe Crochemore-Rytter algorithm, use linear space and work under the generalalphabet assumption, where the only access they have to the input symbols is bypairwise comparisons that determine if two symbols are equal.1. The �rst algorithm takes O(log n) time using n processors. If the alphabetsize is bounded by a constant, then the number of processors can be reducedto n= log n, making the algorithm optimal.2. The second algorithm takes O(log log n) time using n log n= log log n proces-sors. This algorithm is the fastest possible with the number of processorsused since it takes at least this time to �nd the initial palindromes.The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 overviews some parallel algorithmsand tools that are used in the new algorithms. Section 3 gives important prop-erties of periods and palindromes. Sections 4 and 5 describe the new algorithms.Concluding remarks and open problems are listed in Section 6.2 The CRCW-PRAM ModelThe algorithms described in this paper are for the concurrent-read concurrent-write parallel random access machine model. We use the weakest version of thismodel called the common CRCW-PRAM. In this model many processors haveaccess to a shared memory. Concurrent read and write operations are allowed atall memory locations. If several processors attempt to write simultaneously to thesame memory location, it is assumed that they always write the same value.Our palindrome detection algorithms use an algorithm of Fich, Ragde andWigderson [8] to compute the minima of n integers from the range 1; � � � ; n, inconstant time using an n-processor CRCW-PRAM. The second algorithm usesBreslauer and Galil's [4] parallel string matching algorithm that takes O(log log n)time using an n= log log n-processor CRCW-PRAM.One of the major issues in the design of PRAM algorithms is the assignment ofprocessors to their tasks. In this paper, the assignment can be done using standardtechniques and the following general theorem.Theorem 2.1 (Brent [3]) Any synchronous parallel algorithm of time t that con-sists of a total of x elementary operations can be implemented on p processors indx=pe+ t time. 3



3 Periods and PalindromesPeriods are regularities of strings that are exploited in many e�cient string algo-rithms.De�nition 3.1 A string S has a period u if S is a pre�x of uk for some largeenough k. The shortest period of a string S is called the period of S. Alternatively,a string S[1::m] has a period of length � if S[i] = S[i+ �], for i = 1; � � � ;m� �.Lemma 3.2 (Lyndon and Schutzenberger [16]) If a string of length m has twoperiods of lengths p and q and p + q � m, then it also has a period of lengthgcd(p; q).Throughout the paper, we discuss only the detection of even palindromes. Ifinterested also in the odd palindromes, one can convert the input string S[1::n]into a string Ŝ[1::2n] that is obtained by doubling each symbol of the originalstring. It is not di�cult to verify that the string Ŝ[1::2n] has even palindromesthat correspond to each odd and even palindrome of S[1::n]. Thus, the palindromedetection algorithms can be presented with the string Ŝ[1::2n] as their input, whiletheir output is considered in the context of the original string S[1::n]. Note thatan odd palindrome in Ŝ[1::2n] consists of equal symbols.The palindrome detection algorithms use the following lemmas that allow themto handle e�ciently long palindromes that are centered close to each other. Thelemmas concern only even palindromes, but there exist similar versions for oddpalindromes.Lemma 3.3 Assume that the string S[1::n] contains two even palindromes whoseradii are at least r centered at positions k and l, such that k < l and l � k � r.Then the substring S[k � r::l+ r � 1] is periodic with period length 2(l � k).Proof: If 1 � i � r, thenS[k � i] = S[k + i� 1] = S[l� (l � k) + i� 1] =S[l+ (l� k)� i] = S[k + 2(l � k)� i]andS[l+ i� 1] = S[l� i] = S[k + (l � k)� i] =S[k � (l� k) + i� 1] = S[l � 2(l � k) + i� 1];establishing that S[k � r::l+ r � 1] is periodic with period length 2(l � k). 24



Lemma 3.4 Assume that the string S[1::n] contains an even palindrome whoseradius is at least r centered at position k. Furthermore, let S[�L::�R] be the maximalsubstring that contains S[k � r::k + r � 1] and is periodic with period length 2r.Namely, S[i] = S[i + 2r] for i = �L; � � � ; �R � 2r, and S[�L � 1] 6= S[�L + 2r � 1]and S[�R + 1] 6= S[�R � 2r + 1].Then the maximal radii of the palindromes centered at positions c = k+ lr, forintegral positive or negative values of l, such that �L � c � �R, are given as follows:� If c� �L 6= �R � c+ 1, then the radius is exactly min(c� �L; �R � c+ 1).� If c� �L = �R � c+ 1, then the radius is larger than or equal to c� �L. Theradius is exactly c � �L if and only if S[�L � 1] 6= S[�R + 1].Proof: By the periodicity of S[�L::�R], S[i] = S[j] if �L � i; j � �R and i � j(mod 2r). Combined with the existence of the even palindrome with radius rcentered at position k, we get that S[i] = S[j] if �L � i; j � �R and i+ j � 2k � 1(mod 2r).Consider the even palindrome centered at some position c = k+ lr, for integralpositive or negative values of l, such that �L � c � �R. Since (c� i)+ (c+ i� 1) �2k�1 (mod 2r), we get that S[c� i] = S[c+ i�1] for i = 1; � � � ;min(c� �L; �R�c + 1), establishing that the radius of the palindrome centered at position c is atleast min(c� �L; �R � c+ 1).If c � �L < �R � c+ 1, then S[c� (c� �L + 1)] 6= S[c+ (c� �L + 1) � 1] sinceS[�L � 1] 6= S[�L + 2r � 1] and S[2c� �L] = S[�L + 2r � 1], establishing that theradius is exactly c� �L. Similar arguments hold if c� �L > �R � c+ 1.Finally, if c � �L = �R � c + 1, then it is clear that the radius is larger thanc� �L if and only if S[�L � 1] = S[�R + 1]. 24 An O(log n) time algorithmTheorem 4.1 There exists an algorithm that computes the radii of all even palin-dromes in a string S[1::n] in O(log n) time using n processors and linear space.Proof: The algorithm consists of blog nc � 1 steps. In step number �, 0 � � �blog nc� 2, the input string S[1::n] is partitioned into consecutive blocks of length2�. (Only palindrome centers are partitioned. The palindromes themselves mayoverlap.) The algorithm proceeds simultaneously in all bn=2�c blocks. It takesconstant time and makes O(2�) operations in each block. Therefore, each steptakes constant time using n processors.The description below concentrates on a single block. The ideal situation iswhen the radii of all palindromes that are centered in the block are determinedby the end of the step. However, this will not always be the case. The algorithmmaintains the following invariant at the completion of step number �:5



The palindromes whose radii are determined are exactly those whoseradii are smaller than 2�+2.The main observation is that at the beginning of step number �, the positionof all undetermined radii in the block form an arithmetic progression. Let c1 <c2 < � � � < cl be the positions of palindromes whose radii are not determined. Weshow that if l � 3, then ci+1 � ci = ci � ci�1 for i = 2; � � � ; l� 1. By the invariantand Lemma 3.3, S[ci�1� 2�+1::ci+2�+1] is periodic with period length 2(ci� ci�1)and S[ci� 2�+1::ci+1+ 2�+1] is periodic with period length 2(ci+1 � ci). Therefore,by Lemma 3.2, S[ci � 2�+1::ci + 2�+1] is periodic with period length 2c, wherec = gcd(ci� ci�1; ci+1� ci). But by Lemma 3.4, if ci � ci�1 > c, then the radius ofthe palindrome centered at position ci�c is larger than the radius of the palindromecentered at position ci�1 or the palindrome centered at position ci, violating theinvariant. Therefore, ci�ci�1 = c and similarly also ci+1�ci = c, establishing thatthe sequence of undetermined radii fcig forms an arithmetic progression.Note that an arithmetic progression can be represented by three integers: thestart, the di�erence and the sequence length. If the undetermined radii in the two2��1-blocks that compose the current 2�-block are represented this way, then thetwo representations are merged using constant number of operations. This permitsan e�cient access to all palindromes whose radii are undetermined.We show next how to maintain the invariant at the end of each step. Thecomputation takes constant time and O(2�) operations using symbol comparisonsand the integer minima algorithm.1. If the block contains a single undetermined radius, then the algorithm checksif the radius is at least 2�+2 or �nds the radius exactly if it is shorter.2. If the block contains a non-trivial arithmetic progression of undeterminedradii fcig, i = 1::l, with di�erence c, then let S[�L::�R] be the maximalsubstring that contains S[c1� c::cl+ c�1] and is periodic with period length2c. By Lemma 3.4, the radius of the palindrome centered at position ci isexactly min(ci��L; �R�ci+1) except for at most one of the ci's that satis�esci � �L = �R � ci + 1.The algorithm checks if S[c1 � 2�+2::cl + 2�+2 � 1] is periodic with periodlength 2c. If this substring is not periodic, then the algorithm has found atleast one of �L and �R and it can determine all radii which are smaller than2�+2 by Lemma 3.4. If the algorithm found both �L and �R and there is apalindrome with undetermined radius centered at position (�L + �R + 1)=2,then the algorithm checks if the radius of this palindrome is at least 2�+2 or�nds the radius exactly if it is shorter.Sometime the algorithm �nds radii of longer palindromes but we prefer toleave these radii undetermined to maintain the invariant.6



In the beginning of step number 0 there is a single undetermined radius in eachblock and the invariant is satis�ed at the end of the step. At the end of stepnumber blog nc � 2 all radii have been determined. 2If the size of the alphabet is bounded by some constant, then the O(log n)time algorithm described above can be implemented using only n= log n processors,similarly to Galil's [12] string matching algorithm. This is achieved using the \fourRussians trick" [2] of packing log n symbols into one number, in order to facilitatecomparisons of up to log n symbols in a single operation. Note, that over generalalphabet the algorithm described above is obsolete since the algorithm given inthe next section is more e�cient.5 An O(log log n) time algorithmTheorem 5.1 There exists an algorithm that computes the radii of all even palin-dromes in a string S[1::n] in O(log log n) time using n log n= log log n processorsand linear space.Proof: The algorithm proceeds in independent stages which are computed simul-taneously. In stage number �, 0 � � � blog nc � 3, the algorithm computes allentries R[i] of the radii array such that 4l� � R[i] < 8l�, for l� = 2�.Note that each stage computes disjoint ranges of the radii values and that allradii that are greater than or equal to 4 are computed by some stage. The radiibetween 0 and 3 are computed in a special stage that takes constant time andO(n) operations. (The special stage assigns one processor to each entry of theradii array to check sequentially if the corresponding radius is between 0 and 3.)We denote by T� the time it takes to compute stage number � using O� op-erations. We show that each stage � can be computed in T� = O(log log l�)time and O� = O(n) operations. Since the stages are computed simultaneously,the time is maxT� = O(log log n). The total number of operation performedis ��O� = O(n log n). By Theorem 2.1, the algorithm can be implemented inO(log log n) time using n log n= log log n processors. 2The remainder of this section describes a single stage �, 0 � � � blog nc � 3,that computes all values of the radii array R[1::n] that are between 4l� and 8l��1,in O(log log l�) time and O(n) operations.Partition the input string S[1::n] into consecutive blocks of length l�. Namely,block number k is S[(k�1)l�+1::kl�]. Stage number � consists of independent sub-stages that are also computed simultaneously. There is a sub-stage for each block.The sub-stage �nds the radii of all palindromes which are centered in the blockand whose radii are in the range computed by stage �. Sometimes palindromeswhose radii are out of this range can be detected, but these radii do not have tobe written into the output array since they are guaranteed to be found in anotherstage. 7



The sub-stage that is assigned to block number k starts with a call to thestring matching algorithm to �nd all occurrences of the four consecutive blocksS[(k� 4)l�+1::kl�], reversed, in S[(k� 2)l�+1::(k+4)l�� 1]. Let pi, i = 1; � � � ; r,denote the indices of all these occurrences. The sequence fpig has a \nice" structureas we show next.Lemma 5.2 Assume that the period length of a string A[1::l] is p. If A[1::l] occursonly at positions p1 < p2 < � � � < pk of a string B and pk � p1 � dl=2e, then thepi's form an arithmetic progression with di�erence p.Proof: A simple consequence of Lemma 3.2. (See the paper by Apostolico, Bres-lauer and Galil [1].) 2Lemma 5.3 The sequence fpig, which is de�ned above, forms an arithmetic pro-gression.Proof: The sequence fpig lists the indices of all occurrences of a string of length4l� in a string of length 6l� � 1. By Lemma 5.2, the pi's form an arithmeticprogression. 2By the last lemma, the sequence fpig can be represented by three integers: thestart, the di�erence and the sequence length. This representation is computed fromthe output of the string matching algorithm in constant time and O(l�) operationsusing the integer minima algorithm.The next lemma states that we essentially found all \interesting" palindromes.Lemma 5.4 There exists a correspondence between the elements of the fpig se-quence and all palindromes that are centered in block number k and whose radiiare large enough.� If pi+kl� is odd, then pi corresponds to an even palindrome which is centeredat position (pi + kl� + 1)=2.� If pi+kl� is even, then pi corresponds to an odd palindrome which is centeredon position (pi + kl�)=2.Each palindrome whose radius is at least 4l� � 1 has some corresponding pi,while palindromes that correspond to some pi are guaranteed to have radii that areat least 3l�.Proof: Assume that there is an even palindrome whose radius is at least 4l� � 1which is centered at position c, such that (k � 1)l� < c � kl�. That is, S[c �i] = S[c + i � 1] for i = 1; � � � ; 4l� � 1. In particular, S[c � i] = S[c + i � 1]for c � kl� � i � c � (k � 4)l� � 1, establishing that there is an occurrence ofS[(k � 4)l� + 1::kl�], reversed, starting at position 2c � kl� � 1.8



Conversely, if there is an occurrence of S[(k � 4)l� + 1::kl�], reversed, startingat position pi, then S[kl� � j] = S[pi + j] for j = 0; � � � ; 4l� � 1. In particular, ifpi + kl� is odd, then S[kl� � j] = S[pi + j] for j = (kl� � pi + 1)=2; � � � ; 4l� � 1,establishing that there is an even palindrome of radius 4l� � (kl�� pi +1)=2 � 3l�centered at position (pi + kl� + 1)=2.Similar arguments hold for odd palindromes. 2We could design the algorithm to �nd the odd palindromes directly, but werather use the reduction to even palindromes that was given in Section 3. De-�ne the sequence fqig for i = 1; � � � ; l, to list all centers of the even palindromesthat correspond to elements in fpig. By the last lemma, if the di�erence of thearithmetic progression fpig is even or if there is only a single element, then allthe pi's correspond either to odd or to even palindromes. If the di�erence of thearithmetic progression fpig is odd, then every second element corresponds to aneven palindrome. Thus, the sequence fqig also forms an arithmetic progressionand therefore it can be computed e�ciently.If the fqig sequence does not have any elements, then there are no even palin-dromes whose radius is at least 4l� that are centered in the current block. If thereis only one element q1, then we can �nd in constant time and O(l�) operationswhat is the radius of the palindrome that is centered at q1 or we can conclude thatit is too large to be computed in this stage.If there are more elements, let q denote the di�erence of the arithmetic progres-sion fqig. The next lemma shows how to �nd the radii of the palindromes centeredat fqig e�ciently.Lemma 5.5 It is possible to �nd the radii of all palindromes centered at positionsin fqig in constant time and O(l�) operations.Proof: For each �, such that q1 � 8l� � � < q1, verify if S[�] = S[� + 2q]. Let �Lbe the smallest such index � that satis�es S[�L::q1 � 1] = S[�L + 2q::q1 + 2q � 1].Similarly, for each �, such that ql � � < ql + 8l�, verify if S[�] = S[� � 2q]. Let�R be the largest such index � that satis�es S[ql � 2q::�R � 2q] = S[ql::�R]. Theindices �L and �R are computed in constant time and O(l�) operations using symbolcomparisons and the integer minima algorithm.By Lemma 5.4, the palindromes centered at the positions qi have radii thatare larger than q. Therefore, by Lemma 3.3, �L < q1 � q and �R � ql + q andby Lemma 3.4, the radius of the palindrome centered at position qi is at least�i = min(qi � �L; �R � qi + 1).If �i � 8l�, then the radius of the palindrome centered at qi is too large to becomputed in this stage and it does not have to be determined exactly. Otherwise,the radius is exactly �i except for at most one of the qi's which satis�es qi � �L =�R�qi+1. For this particular qi, we can �nd in constant time and O(l�) operationswhat is the radius of the palindrome or we can conclude that it is too large to becomputed in this stage. 2 9



Lemma 5.6 Stage number � correctly computes all entries of the output arrayR[1::n] that are in the range 4l�; � � � ; 8l� � 1. It takes O(log log l�) time and makea total of O(n) operations.Proof: There are bn=l�c sub-stages in stage �, each uses O(l�) operations. Thusthe number of operations used is O(n). Breslauer and Galil's [4] parallel stringmatching algorithm takes O(log log l�) time to �nd the fpig sequence and the restof the work is done in constant time. 26 ConclusionThe question whether there exists an optimal O(log log n) time parallel algorithmthat �nds all palindromes in strings over general alphabets remains open. It ispossible that one could prove an 
(n log n) lower bound on the operation count ofany O(log log n) time algorithm and even for O(log n) time algorithms.The recognition problem of Palstar, the language of strings that are obtained asconcatenation of non-trivial palindromes, is an interesting related problem. In thesequential setting Knuth, Morris and Pratt [15] described a linear time algorithmthat recognizes strings that are composed of even palindromes. Galil and Seiferas[13] solved the general problem by giving a linear-time on-line algorithm thatrecognizes Palstar.In parallel, Crochemore and Rytter [7] designed an O(log n) algorithm for thecase of even palindromes and composition of k palindromes, for k = 2; 3; 4. Theiralgorithm uses the radii of all palindromes, which are computed more e�cientlyby the new algorithms that were described in this paper. However, the other stepsof their algorithms seem to require O(log n) time, and the question of fast parallelrecognition of Palstar is still open.7 AcknowledgmentsWe thank Roberto Grossi and Laura Toniolo for several discussions about palin-dromes and for comments on this paper.References[1] A. Apostolico, D. Breslauer, and Z. Galil. Optimal Parallel Algorithms forPeriods, Palindromes and Squares. In Proc. 19th International Colloquiumon Automata, Languages, and Programming, number 623 in Lecture Notes inComputer Science, pages 296{307. Springer-Verlag, Berlin, Germany, 1992.10
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